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Floating solar power project: 

 North India's largest floating solar power project inaugurated. The project was inaugurated in 

Chandigarh by it's Administrator Banwari Lal Purohit. Plant's capacity is 2000kWp and has been 

commissioned at a cost of Rs 11.70 crore. 

 He also Inaugurated 500kWp floating solar power plant installed over the Dhanas lake in 

Chandigarh. Projects have been designed by CREST (Chandigarh Renewable Energy and Science 

and Technology Promotion Society). 

 

AU Small Finance Bank: 

 AU Small Finance Bank, India's largest Small Finance Bank, has launched SwipeUp platform. 

The platform will provide an opportunity to other bank credit cardholders to upgrade their card to 

one of AU credit cards. 

 Bank has provided a platform to compare existing Credit Cards of customers within 2-3 seconds. 

Thereafter, within minutes they can upgrade credit limit, cashback, reward point etc. 

 

U-WIN: 

 Government launches U-WIN to digitize Universal immunisation programme. After the success 

of the Co-WIN platform, government has now replicated it to set up an electronic registry for 

routine vaccinations.  

 It has been launched in a pilot mode in 2 districts of each state and Union Territory. The platform 

will register and vaccinate every pregnant woman and every newborn. It is going to be the single 

source of information for immunisation services. 

 

IFOAM data: 

 India among top 3 nations in expanding organic farming- IFOAM data. India has emerged as one 

of the top 3 countries in the world where the area under organic agriculture expanded the 

maximum in 2020.  

 Argentina was first and Uruguay was second. Of the world's total 74.9 mh under organic farming, 

Australia has the highest at 35.7 mh. Whereas India has 2.8 mh. In contrast, out of total 34 lakh 

organic producers in the world, 16 lakh farmers are in India. 

 

IIM-A: 
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 Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad (IIM-A) has announced the appointment of Bharat 

Bhasker as IIM-A director. He is appointed for 5 years with effect from 1 March 2023. Bhasker is 

currently a professor at IIM-Lucknow.  

 IIM-A's Incumbent director Errol D'souza's term will end on 31 January 2023. In the interim, 

professor Arindam Banerjee will work as director in-charge from 1 to 28 Feb 2023. 

 

3rd edition of annual Orange festival: 

 Nagaland celebrated 3rd edition of annual Orange festival 2023 on 24-25 January 2023, at 

Rusoma village, under Kohima district. Festival is being organised by department of Horticulture, 

Agriculture, Rural Development, Land Resources and Kohima Smart City.  

 Festival is conceptualised to recognise the hard work of orange growers while facilitating them 

the market linkages to sell their produce. 

 

Himachal Pradesh Statehood Day:  

 Himachal Pradesh is celebrating its 53rd Statehood Day with full enthusiasm across the state on 

January 25. It was on this day in 1971 that Himachal became the 18th state of India. It became a 

part C state on 26th January, 1950.  

 It became Union Territory on 1st November, 1956. In 1970 State of Himachal Pradesh Act was 

passed by Parliament and new state came into being on 25 Jan, 1971. 

 

 National Voters' Day:  

 On January 25, National Voters' Day 2023 is observed to commemorate the founding day of the 

Election Commission of India. Since 2011, National Voters' Day has been celebrated on January 

25 every year. 

 The theme for National Voters' Day 2023 is 'Nothing Like Voting, I Vote for Sure.' The Election 

Commission of India was founded on 25th January 1950. 

 

'All That Breathes' and 'The Elephant Whisperers': 

 Indian documentaries 'All That Breathes' and 'The Elephant Whisperers' have been nominated for 

Oscars 2023. Indian climate change documentary 'All That Breathes' got an Oscar nomination in 

the Best Documentary Feature Film segment.   

 The Elephant Whisperers has also been nominated in the category of Best Documentary Short 

Film. It is directed by Kartiki Gonsalves and produced by Guneet Monga. 
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SII: 

 The Serum Institute of India (SII) launched CERVAVAC, India's first indigenously developed 

quadrivalent human papillomavirus (qHPV) vaccine, on January 24, 2023. January is also 

Cervical Cancer Awareness month.  

 CERVAVAC is a vaccine against cervical cancer. In India, cervical cancer is the second most 

prevalent disease in women between the age of 15 and 44. 

 

BSF: 

 In a first, women personnel of the Border Security Force (BSF) camel contingent 'Mahila 

Praharis' will participate in the Republic Day 2023. The BSF is the only force in the country to 

deploy camels for both operational and ceremonial duties.  

 An all-women daredevil motorcycle team of BSF named Seema Bhawani from the Corps of 

Signals co-led by a woman officer will also be part of the parade. 

 

NABH and HSSC: 

 NABH and HSSC signed an MoU in January 2023, for the recognition and skilling initiatives of 

healthcare professionals across the country.  

 It was signed to accredit HSSC certification for NABH accreditation and develop training 

programs for essential skilling, and upskilling of healthcare professionals. It will help in 

achieving the goal of enhancing the quality of healthcare in India. 

 

Chikkarasinakere village: 

 Karnataka's Chikkarasinakere village in Mandya District has been declared a tobacco-free village. 

The village was declared tobacco-free at the coordination committee meeting of the district-level 

tobacco control cell on January 23, 2023. 

 While Naguvinahalli and Chagashettihalli villages in Srirangapatna and Pandavapura taluks have 

already been declared tobacco-free in the district. 

 

Madhya Pradesh CM Shivraj Singh Chouhan: 
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 Madhya Pradesh CM Shivraj Singh Chouhan announced on 23 January 2023, that the excerpts 

from Bhagavad Gita, Ramayana, Mahabharata, and other religious books will be taught in the 

government schools of the state in order to inculcate moral values in the students. 

 In March 2022, the Gujarat government has also announced that Bhagavad Gita would be part of 

the school syllabus for classes 6-12. 

 

Covid-19- INCOVACC: 

 India launched first made in India nasal vaccine against Covid-19- INCOVACC. The vaccine has 

been made by Bharat Biotech.  

 INCOVACC is a recombinant replication-deficient adenovirus vectored vaccine with a pre-

fusion-stabilized SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. It has been specifically formulated to allow 

intranasal delivery through nasal drops. 

 

Bharat Parv: 

 The 6-day mega event Bharat Parv is being organised at Red Fort in Delhi from 26 January 2023 

as part of the Republic Day Celebrations. During the event, some of the best Republic Day Parade 

tableaux will be showcased.  

 Cultural performances by the Zonal Cultural Centres as well as cultural troupes from States and 

Union Territories will be part of the celebration. 

 

Naresh Lalwani: 

 Naresh Lalwani has taken over as new General Manager (GM) of Central Railway. He is a senior 

officer of the Indian Railway Engineering Service of 1985 batch.  

 Before taking over as GM, he was working as Senior Deputy GM and Chief Vigilance Officer of 

Western Railway. He succeeds Ashok Kumar Misra, GM Western Railway who was holding the 

additional charge of Central Railway as well. 

 

Norovirus cases: 

 Norovirus cases detected in Kerala. Kerala Health Department confirmed 2 cases of norovirus. 

Norovirus is a very contagious virus that causes vomiting and diarrhoea. 

 The virus is capable of surviving low temperatures, and outbreaks tend to be more common 

during the winter and in colder countries - that is why it is sometimes referred to as "winter 

vomiting disease". 
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Indian Republic Day: 

  Republic Day marks the adoption of India's constitution and the country's transition to a republic 

on January 26, 1950. This replaced the Government of India Act 1935 as the governing document 

of India.  

 On 26 January 2023, the 74th Republic Day will be celebrated in India. On 26 Jan in 1930, the 

Declaration of Indian Independence was proclaimed by the Indian National Congress. 

 

CBIC: 

 29 officers and staff of the Central Board of Indirect Taxes & Customs (CBIC) to get the 

Presidential Awards on 26 January 2023. 

 They will be awarded the Presidential Award of Appreciation Certificates and Medals for 

"Exceptionally Meritorious Service rendered at the Risk of Life" & for "Specially Distinguished 

Record of Service" on their achieving excellence in the discharge of their duties. 

 

Veer Gatha 2.0: 

 Defence Minister Rajnath Singh felicitated the 25 winners of Veer Gatha 2.0 at an event 

organised in New Delhi on 25 January 2023.Veer Gatha 2.0 was jointly initiated by the Ministry 

of Defence and Ministry of Education as a part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav.  

 The contest aimed to inspire school children, by making them aware with stories of war heroes 

and brave hearts. 

 

President Droupadi Murmu: 

 President Droupadi Murmu approves Tatrakshak Medals to six Indian Coast Guard personnel on 

25 January 2023. These awards are given on the occasion of Republic Day and Independence Day 

every year, since January 26, 1990. 

 IG Anand Prakash Badola is given for Tatrakshak Medal (Gallantry) ComdtDurgesh Chandra 

Tiwari & Mohit Kumar Yadav are given Tatrakshak Medal (Meritorious Service). 

 

Padma Awards 2023 Winners List Announced:  

 The Union Ministry of Home Affairs announced the Padma Awards on 25 January 

2023.Government announced six names for Padma Vibhushan, nine for Padma Bhushan, and 91 
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for Padma Shri Awards. Dilip Mahalanabis (Medicine), Samajwadi Party founder and former UP 

CM Mulayam Singh Yadav (Public Affairs), and architect Balakrishna Doshi have been picked to 

be awarded Padma Vibhushan posthumously.  

 Among the nine people to be awarded Padma Bhushan are S L Bhyrappa in Literature; Kumar 

Mangalam Birla in Trade & Industry; Deepak Dhar in Science & Engineering; Vani Jairam in 

Art; Swami Chinna Jeeyar in Others - Spiritualism. Ninety-one other people, who have selected 

for Padma Shri, are physician Ratan Chandra Kar (Medicine), Hirabai Lobi (Social Work), Tula 

Ram Upreti (Agriculture) etc. 

 

G20: 

 G20 group to hold Startup20 Engagement meet in Hyderabad in Jan 2023. The G20 Startup20 

Engagement Group will hold its inception meeting in Hyderabad from January 28-29, 2023.  

 The group will discuss productive development of policy recommendations on entrepreneurship 

and innovation priorities of and across G20 countries for the years ahead. The group will also 

bridge the knowledge gap between the startup ecosystems of G20 member countries. 

 

FAO’s: 

 India has been elected as Vice-Chair in the 12th Session of the Food and Agriculture 

Organization (FAO's) Intergovernmental Technical Working Group (ITWG) on Animal Genetic 

Resources for Food and Agriculture, held in Rome from 18-20 January 2023. 

 Dr B N Tripathi, the National Coordinator from India was elected as Vice-Chair and also as 

Rapporteur of the 12th Session of ITWG. 

 

Jal Shakti Ministry: 

 The Jal Shakti Ministry on 25 January 2023 announced that the government had provided 11 

crore rural households with a tap water connection under Jal Jeevan Mission. As per the data 

released by Ministry, 56% of the targeted 19.3 crore households had been covered.  

 Jal Jeevan Mission was announced by the PM Modi on 15 August 2019 to provide every rural 

household with tap water connection by 2024. 

 

'Green Railway Station Certificate': 
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 Visakhapatnam Railway Station under East Coast Railway has been awarded, in January 2023, 

the 'Green Railway Station Certificate' with the highest Platinum rating by the Indian Green 

Building Council (IGBC) for adopting green concepts.  

 The Green Railway Station Rating System has been developed by the Environment Directorate of 

Indian Railways in collaboration with IGBC. 

 

StockEdge: 

 StockEdge launched India's first Al-powered screening mechanism to automatically identify chart 

patterns in different stocks with StockEdge Pro on 25 January 2023.  

 If a user has a watchlist, then he can take a quick glance at a chart pattern across his selection of 

stocks. StockEdge is an equity markets and mutual fund research platform, primarily based on 

NSE and BSE data. 

 

Andhra Pradesh CM Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy: 

 Andhra Pradesh CM Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy flagged off 165 veterinary ambulance units as part 

of the second batch of 'Dr YSR Sanchara Pasu Aarogya Seva' with state-of-the-art facilities, on 

25 January 2023.  

 Each ambulance will have one doctor and a qualified Assistant. It is designed to perform minor 

surgery on bovine animals. The government is providing two ambulances per constituency. 

 

Newest butterfly species: 

 India's newest butterfly species found in Arunachal Pradesh. A swallowtail butterfly disappearing 

from its previously known ranges from Myanmar and southern China to Vietnam has been 

recorded for the first time in India.  

 Three butterfly enthusiasts, Atanu Bose, Loren Sonowal, and Monsoon Jyoti Gogoi recorded the 

"extremely rare" Noble's Helen (Papilio noblei) in the Namdapha National Park of Arunachal 

Pradesh between September 2019 and September 2021. 

 

Kerala's Swadesabhimani Kesari award: 

 S.R. Sakthidharan awarded Kerala's Swadesabhimani Kesari award. Senior journalist S.R. 

Sakthidharan has been selected for the Kerala government's Swadesabhimani Kesari award 2023 

for his contributions to the media sector.   
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 The award comprises a cash prize of Rs.1 lakh and a sculpture designed by Kanayi Kunhiraman 

Nair. He was chairman of the Kerala Media Academy and was president of the 

Thiruvananthapuram and Thrissur press clubs. 

 

International Events: 
Uganda: 

 Uganda, on 24 Jan'23, commissioned the first of its four planned oil drilling rig and started 

drilling the first production well. Uganda has one of the largest oil reserves in the Saharan desert.  

 Oil was discovered in Uganda 20 years back. But production was delayed due to a lack of funds. 

With the assistance of China, Uganda has now launched its first oil field in Lake Albert. 

 

India & Egypt: 

 India and Egypt have signed an MoU to facilitate content exchange, capacity building, and co-

productions between public broadcasters. It was signed between Prasar Bharati and National 

Media Authority of Egypt.  

 Both will exchange their programs of different genres. It was signed by Minister of Information 

Anurag Thakur and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Government of Egypt Sameh Hassan Shoukry. 

 

International Customs Day:  

 World Customs Organisation (WCO) marks International Customs Day on 26th January every 

year. The occasion commemorates the WCO's maiden session held in 1953 in Brussels, Belgium. 

 Theme for 2023 is 'Nurturing the next generation: Promoting a culture of knowledge-sharing and 

professional pride in Customs. It is dedicated to the Customs authorities and their contribution to 

the world trade. 

 

India and Egypt: 

 India and Egypt on 26 Jan'23 decided to elevate their ties to the level of strategic partnership. 

Both decided to take the volume of bilateral trade to USD 12 billion in the next five years from 

around USD 7 billion at present. 

 Both decided to broadbase the relations in a time-bound manner in areas of defence and security, 

trade, counter-terror cooperation and culture. 
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Sports Events: 
ICC: 

 The International Cricket Council (ICC) and NIUM, announced the launch of "Next In", a global 

hackathon in January 2023.  

 The hackathon invites and challenges tech-savvy fans to create solutions that improve and 

enhance the digital cricket fan experience.  

 A shortlist of teams will be invited to build and present their concepts to a panel of judges at an 

event in March 2023 in Bangalore. 

 

AIFF: 

 The All India Football Federation (AIFF) announced Kerala as the host for the Super Cup 2023, 

which will take place from April 8-25, 2023. The matches will be held in two of the three cities of 

Kochi, Kozhikode, and Thiruvananthapuram.  

 All 11 teams of the Indian Super League and the winner of the 2022-23 I-League will get direct 

entry into the group stage. 

 

Ben Stokes: 

 England captain Ben Stokes has been named the International Cricket Council Test Player of the 

Year for 2022.  

 Since taking over as England captain, Stokes has led the team to 9 wins from 10 Tests. 

 

Indian cricketer Suryakumar Yadav: 

 Indian cricketer Suryakumar Yadav has been selected as the ICC T20 Cricketer of the Year for 

the year 2022 for his stellar performance. Suryakumar Yadav scored 1164 runs in 31 T20 matches 

played in 2022.  

 India's Renuka Singh become the recipient of ICC Emerging Women's Cricketer of the Year 

Award. Australia's Tahlia McGrath has been awarded 'ICC T20 Women's Cricketer of the Year 

award.' 

Important Editorial Analysis: 
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Quick exit: 

 India’s campaign in its second consecutive hockey World Cup at home had a dream start when 

local boy Amit Rohidas scored a brilliant goal in front of a packed house and the host beat Spain 

2-0 at the spectacular new Birsa Munda Stadium in hockey hub Rourkela.  

 Ten days later, the euphoria burst like a bubble as sixth-ranked India crumbled under pressure 

against 11th-placed New Zealand and lost the cross-over match via penalty shoot-outs to leave 

the capacity crowd at the Kalinga Stadium in Bhubaneswar disheartened.  

 Now India, which finished inside the top-eight in the three previous World Cups it hosted, will 

play for the ninth to 16th places. The premature exit of India — which had 13 players from the 

Tokyo Olympics and 14 from the 2018 World Cup (where it reached the quarterfinals) — proved 

to be a shocker especially as the team entered the World Cup as an Olympic medallist for the first 

time in over four decades.  

 The post-mortem has begun and questions are being asked about a few past performers being left 

out of the squad. Even though picking players was a prerogative of those who were tasked with it, 

some flaws were glaringly obvious.  

 Poor penalty corner conversion (five out of 26, primarily due to an off-colour drag-flicker and 

captain Harmanpreet Singh), a porous defensive structure, forwards’ below-par showing (four 

field goals in as many matches), losing ball possession in crucial moments and the overall lack of 

consistency in maintaining the intensity prevented the Graham Reid-coached side from achieving 

its potential.  

 Nine goals from 94 circle entries and 49 shots on the goals was a telling statistic on India’s woes. 

Key midfielder Hardik Singh being ruled out due to an injury in the pool stage and ace 

goalkeeper P.R. Sreejesh getting hurt during the shoot-out against New Zealand were big blows. 

Some experienced hands not getting a chance during the shoot-outs might have hampered India’s 

prospects too. 

  India needs to do a reality check and address the issues quickly ahead of the Asian Games, which 

is an Olympic qualifying event, this year and the Paris Olympics in 2024. Even though India’s 

48-year-old wait for a World Cup medal has become longer, Hockey India president and former 

India captain Dilip Tirkey, who has underlined the areas of concern, needs to take corrective steps 

to put the team back on track.  

 Executing plans such as reviving the Hockey India League to give quality exposure to young 

Indian players and identifying a big pool of drag-flickers will contribute in lifting the standard of 

hockey. 

On the mat: 

 In an unprecedented move generating much heat, India’s leading wrestlers cutting across the 

gender-divide took to the streets last week. Vinesh Phogat, Sakshi Malik and Bajrang Punia led 

the sit-in protest at Jantar Mantar and their ire was directed at the Wrestling Federation of India 

(WFI) president Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh.  
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 Vinesh levelled sexual harassment allegations against Brij Bhushan and stated that she had even 

contemplated suicide. Sakshi and Punia too stressed that not all was well with the functioning of 

the WFI.  

 The federation meanwhile denied all allegations and hinted at a ‘Haryana lobby’ trying to 

discredit the president in the run-up to the association elections. Brij Bhushan, who is also a 

Bharatiya Janata Party Member of Parliament from Uttar Pradesh, stuck to his denial while the 

aggrieved athletes dug their heels in, repeated their sit-in protest for another day besides having 

multiple meetings with Sports Minister Anurag Thakur.  

 Though for now this is a case of furious allegations and flat denials, the incident highlights the 

inherent flaws in India’s sporting underbelly. In a largely patriarchal country, the rural woman 

athlete’s first exposure to a male outside the immediate family environment is often the coach or 

a sports administration official.  

 If this trust is violated, the athlete is scarred for life. There are the rare ideal coach-athlete 

equations based on mutual respect, but there are also exploitative tales simmering under the 

surface. The deafening silence had to end and the medal-winning and much-feted wrestlers have 

taken the first step. 

 Now, the five-member oversight committee set up by the Sports Minister has to follow up on the 

allegations and arrive at the truth. That the responsibility has been given to Olympian Mary Kom, 

who heads the committee, should put both sides at ease. Mary Kom and her fellow-members have 

to both reveal empathy and a firm quest for the truth.  

 That Brij Bhushan hails from the ruling party should not become a burden and the Sports 

Ministry did well in forcing the WFI president to step aside from the day-to-day functioning of 

the association.  

 That politicians cutting across party lines are part of India’s sports administrative ecosystem is a 

known fact. Drawn by the soft power of sport and the goodwill it generates, most sporting bodies 

have politicians in vital positions.  

 The power that they wield within these federations and the phone calls that they could place back 

to New Delhi, do create a stifling environment. The wrestlers need to back their allegations with 

proof and the latest episode offers an opportunity to clean up the administration. 

A chance for peace: 

 On the eternally rough road of India-Pakistan ties, any offer of talks, like the one made by 

Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif last week, is cause for equal measure of excitement and 

cynicism.  

 His words, in an interview to a United Arab Emirates (UAE) channel, that Pakistan “had learnt a 

lesson from three wars” with India and wants to “live in peace with India provided we are able to 

resolve our genuine problems” including “burning points like Kashmir” were seen in New Delhi 

more as him clutching at straws, at a time when his country is in turmoil.  

 Politically, Mr. Sharif has to face elections later this year, and continues to be challenged by the 

opposition led by former leader Imran Khan. Economically, Pakistan is in imminent danger of a 

debt default, and is being held together by assurances of support from the UAE, Saudi Arabia and 
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China, as well as hopes that its IMF bailout package will come through with the adoption of more 

austerity measures.  

 Pakistan also faces a growing terror threat from its Afghan border, where despite having a 

friendly regime in control, there are clashes particularly with Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan fighters. 

Even so, Mr. Sharif’s peaceable words, coming a month after a crossing of swords at the United 

Nations, indicate that there is an understanding that India is not responsible for Pakistan’s current 

state of affairs, and an engagement of some sort would benefit the government there.  

 The Ministry of External Affairs response, that India wants “normal neighbourly relations with 

Pakistan” provided there is a conducive atmosphere devoid of “terrorism, hostility or violence” 

suggests that Delhi continues to hold its position, but does not wish to snub Mr. Sharif’s offer 

either.  

 There is more to the timing of Mr. Sharif’s words; as India prepares to host the  Shanghai 

Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit this summer, invitations are going out to ensure 

participation by Pakistan for the major meetings, and a more cordial relationship will ensure a 

smoother ride.  

 India’s G-20 presidency, and its desire to promote the concerns of the Global South amidst the 

Ukraine war, would also benefit from peace in the neighbourhood. It remains to be seen whether 

Mr. Sharif’s words were only made for effect, or with a genuine desire to push for talks.  

 If they are indeed followed up by Islamabad, either through the acceptance of the SCO invite, or 

with a proposal to restore mission strengths in both capitals that have not had Ambassadors since 

2019, it is hoped New Delhi would reciprocate.  

 At a time when the government is advising Russia and Ukraine for “dialogue and diplomacy” and 

is seeking to engage the Taliban out of “pragmatism”, it would seem contradictory to refuse such 

a chance for enhancing regional stability, especially during a year when India’s role as a 

statesman is being highlighted. 

Necessary disclosure: 

 There is nothing wrong, or that warrants grave concern, as claimed by Union Law Minister, Kiren 

Rijiju, in the Supreme Court Collegium disclosing portions of reports by intelligence agencies on 

prospective candidates for judicial appointments. 

  If anything, the Collegium’s disclosure of the nature of the objections raised by the government 

has only helped make the discussion transparent. It is difficult to agree with the assumption that 

reports by the Intelligence Bureau (IB) and the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) on names 

recommended or considered by the Collegium are inherently sensitive in nature.  

 RAW is cited in the Collegium’s disclosure as raising the issue of the suitability of an advocate 

for appointment because his partner is a foreign national. The IB reports appear to have 

highlighted social media posts by two other lawyers to raise doubts about their impartiality. 

While reiterating the earlier recommendations, the Collegium had to address the government’s 

objections on a point-by-point basis.  

 There was nothing improper about the disclosure of the details, which were incidental to the 

purpose of rebutting the claims. In the three recent instances, there is no startling revelation in the 
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intelligence reports concerning lawyers whose names have been recommended for appointment in 

different High Courts; nor is there any sensitive information that could compromise the identity 

of officers or their undercover work.  

 It is not clear on what basis Mr. Rijiju has claimed that intelligence officers will “think twice” in 

future if their reports are made public, when only a summation of their reports is out in the public 

domain.  

 In fact, it is questionable whether the government should quote intelligence reports in its 

communications with the Collegium. Objections based on political views or social media posts 

could have been raised by the government on its own, without citing any agency by name. 

 It is part of the appointment process that names are vetted by intelligence agencies to look for 

possible criminal antecedents or misdemeanours, and raising such issues need not be specifically 

attributed to any agency.  

 It is also quite rich that the government, which has been assailing the collegium system of 

appointments for its opaqueness, should be worried about excessive disclosure by the Collegium. 

It cannot be forgotten that the government is also contributing to the opaqueness by its silence 

and inaction regarding some recommendations, and demonstrating urgency in approving other 

names.  

 It raises the question of suitability of some candidates based on some posts critical of government 

policy, but ignores the fact that lawyers with strong political affiliation to the ruling party also 

make it to the Bench without any impediment. 
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